
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of senior oracle. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior oracle

Experience designing, coding, testing and maintaining database objects,
tables, views, packages, functions, procedures, indexes, sequences and
triggers using Oracle PL/SQL
Perform database monitoring, maintenance, reorganizations, resource
management, schema management, and capacity planning and performance
tuning for the company's databases
Apply patches to fix bugs and/or enhance functionality as required and in
conjunction with the company's procedures for change control
Provide technical architecture and design as required
Create and modify database structure using Data Definition Language (DDL)
statements to create tables and appropriate indices for optimal data access,
database objects such as store procedures, functions, views, and triggers
Ensure 24/7 systems availability and manage critical incidents by organizing
resources
Organize and perform monthly outage weekend and quarterly disaster
recovery tests
Provide development leadership in a functional area, module, or project
Assist in the development and definition of test plans and scripts for
performance, regression, and user acceptance test plans
Provide training and documentation for knowledge transfer to other
database team members, and communicate to nontechnical users database
and applications team members
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Experience supporting Oracle production database including hands-on senior
database administration experience with Oracle 12c, 11g, 10g and 9i
Demonstrated knowledge working with Oracle databases larger than 500 GB
and/or user population greater than 15,000
General knowledge of report writing and data mining tools
Three to five years of ERP experience, with at least one year in a consulting
capacity within Oracle Cloud financial modules
Familiarity with FRS, Smartview and OTBI
You have demonstrated experience in problem solving and system
troubleshooting


